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Abstract. The increase of electric vehicles has exacerbated the need
for adequate security measures in the electric vehicle charging ecosystem
(EVCE). Integrating IT services into the electric vehicle charging infras-
tructure exposes it to several new attack vectors. In this paper, we apply
a vulnerability analysis method to assess the current security posture of
the internet-connected EVCE components. Our method is based on pene-
tration testing principles using open-source cybersecurity search engines.
Using this method, we gathered security-related information apparently
associated with eight charging station vendors and three management
systems, and we found 13 vulnerable technologies containing 81 vulner-
abilities. Based on the information provided by vulnerability databases,
we classified the threats according to the STRIDE model and analyzed
the potential consequences of the vulnerabilities in terms of the security
properties that can be violated.
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1 Introduction

Integrating IT services in the electric vehicle charging stations introduces several
attack surfaces to this domain, threatening the security of the vehicle, the charg-
ing station, and potentially the grid. The rapid deployment of electric vehicle
charging stations (EVCSs) has contributed to the electric vehicle (EV) ecosys-
tem’s lack of proper security measures. Evidence of cyberattacks at EV charging
stations illustrates increasing cybersecurity risks for critical energy and trans-
portation infrastructures. For example, there are reports that some charging
stations in Russia were hacked1, and electric vehicle users in the U.K. reported
seeing videos with inappropriate content playing on public charging stations2.
The electric vehicle charging infrastructure is an important part of the smart
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grid, so such cyberattacks could potentially impact the electrical grid, ranging
from localized, relatively minor effects to long-term national disruption [6].

Previous research [21] has shown that several Electric Vehicle Charging
Management Systems (EVCMSs) exhibit internet-facing ports and assets with
exploitable vulnerabilities. However, we are not aware of any studies that have
focused on the internet-facing charging stations (EVCSs) themselves. Since both
the management systems and the charging stations are connected to the inter-
net, they are likely to be targeted by an adversary to gain access to the system.
Thus, there is a need to complement existing research on the security posture
of electric vehicle management systems based on insights on the state of secu-
rity of the charging stations. While the management system can operate in a
cloud environment with associated security protection mechanisms, the charg-
ing stations are essentially IoT devices with limited capacity and lack of security
monitoring services. Moreover, the potential impact of a security breach at the
charging station is high since it might negatively affect the vehicle and even the
electrical grid if coordinated with other compromised charging stations [17].

In this work, we investigate the current security state for the electric vehicle
charging ecosystem. This ecosystem consists of electric vehicles, mobile applica-
tions accessed by the EV user, charging stations, charging management systems,
and web applications. Our focus is on the internet-connected EV charging sta-
tions (EVCSs) and charging management systems (CMS), whereas the vehicle’s
connection to the CS using protocols such as ISO 15118 is outside our scope.
We analyze the relevant components to identify protocols, services, and vendor-
specific information. We then use existing cybersecurity search engines to col-
lect information about internet-connected charging stations and discover which
ports, services, and technologies are provided by the hosts. We perform a vulner-
ability assessment using standard vulnerability databases based on this public
information. Moreover, for each found vulnerability we classify it according to
Spoofing, Tampering, Repudiation, Information disclosure, Denial of Service,
and Elevation of Privilege (STRIDE) threat model to better understand the se-
curity property that might be violated if the vulnerabilities were to be exploited.
Finally, we perform an initial assessment of the potential impact of such attacks
if performed against the EV charging components.

Our results show that many analyzed hosts expose relatively complex soft-
ware services like the Apache web server and interactive web applications. We
identify a total of 78 vulnerabilities in 8 charging stations and 3 vulnerabilities
for 3 charging management systems. We disclose the identified issues by making
responsible disclosures and discussing vendor responses. Our threat analysis of
these vulnerabilities reveals that most are related to information disclosure, but
other threats exist, such as spoofing and denial of service.

To summarize, our contributions in this paper are as follows.

– Identify and analyze 81 vulnerabilities in internet-facing electric vehicle charg-
ing stations and charging management systems. Identifying these vulnera-
bilities seems to indicate that the security level of the vehicle charging in-
frastructure is still relatively weak.
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– Threat classification and initial impact analysis according to the STRIDE
model for EV charging infrastructure attacks potentially possible given the
identified vulnerabilities.

In the rest of this paper, we first introduce the charging infrastructure com-
ponents and technologies to visualize and clarify the focus of our work. We also
briefly discuss the security aspects of each component, its limitations, and the
threats they may face. In section 3, we describe the application of the vulnera-
bility analysis method for detecting and analyzing vulnerabilities in EV charging
systems and the results. Section 4 classifies the observed vulnerabilities accord-
ing to the STRIDE model and details some of the most interesting aspects of
the vulnerabilities. In addition, we discuss the impacts of the threats being ex-
ploited, identifying the potential risks that may affect the components of the EV
charging ecosystem. Section 5 discusses the identified issues by making respon-
sible disclosures and discussing vendor responses. Section 6 presents the related
work in this domain, and section 7 concludes the paper.

2 Charging infrastructure components

This section deals with the shortcomings of security in the EV charging ecosys-
tem. As shown in Figure 1 the charging ecosystem’s architecture and common
components. Earlier papers have presented similar architectures [6]. It presents
the information flow marked with blue arrows and the power flow marked with
red arrows. Attacker pathways to the charging stations are not limited to physi-
cal attacks but also include web-based attack vectors. If these succeed, attackers
can change the operation of devices, switch on or off the charging sessions, and
so on. Assuming that attackers may have access to a large number of charging
stations, one can imagine them simultaneously triggering the termination of all
active charging sessions, potentially causing harm to energy utilities and damage
to equipment due to the sudden change in electrical load [31].

The Open Charge Point Protocol (OCPP) supports communication between
the charging stations and the management systems. This protocol has adapted
to the changing security requirements due to earlier concerns with weak authen-
tication, end-to-end security, non-repudiation, and weak encryption. However,
securing OCPP itself does not resolve all security problems in these systems.
Physical security of the CSs, EV charging applications, hardware, and software-
related security also need better understanding. In the remainder of this section,
we discuss each of the architecture’s main components and security issues related
to these components.

Electric vehicle (EV) Electric vehicles are what motivates the existence of the
charging infrastructure. Data exchange across the EV charging infrastructure is
enabled through various communication protocols. The communication between
the EV and EVCS is mainly provisioned through the following standards:
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Fig. 1. EV charging ecosystem

– International Electromechanical Commission (IEC): IEC defines multiple
standards that address different aspects of EV charging, including IEC 62169
and 61851.

– International Standardization ISO (ISO): ISO 15118 details the communi-
cation infrastructure within the charging environment and supports power
flow from EVs.

Our work does not investigate the security posture of the communication between
the EV and EVCS, focusing rather on the EVCS and CMS components.

Charging Station Charging stations act as an interface or a high-wattage ac-
cess point between the EV and the power grid. CSs are IoT devices running
firmware and are located in close vicinity of the charging site. Charging stations
can provide authentication based on RFID access tags and, in some cases, exhibit
a payment terminal for credit card payments. CSs are controlled by the Charg-
ing Management System (CMS), which creates the messages that declare the
power limits and the operational state of the CS. The CS can be compromised
directly via on-site interactions or remotely through communication interfaces.
An attacker who controls many CSs and EVs can, for instance, attempt to dis-
rupt the power grid with synchronized charging loads. Notably, control over a
large enough number of CPs and EVs would be gained via remotely exploitable
vulnerabilities. Charging stations typically have internal charger ports, external
maintenance ports, and wired ports. Physical ports are available for CS vendors
to debug the equipment; however, these ports are often left open in production
equipment, which may allow adversaries to monitor or disrupt equipment oper-
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ations. Charging stations commonly host Telnet, SSH, or local website services,
allowing the owner to configure the device or collect/maintain data [14].

EVCS-CMS The Open Charge Point Protocol leads the effort towards a stan-
dardized communication protocol for this domain. OCPP facilitates the exchange
of data between the CS and CMS, and it is used to manage the schedule of
charging EVs, secure the logs of EV users and their charging, and maintain the
status of the EVCS itself. Different versions of this protocol have been devel-
oped, starting from version OCPP 1.2, followed by 1.5, 1.6, and up to the latest
OCPP 2.0. Attackers may undesirably exploit the compromised EVCS station
to jeopardize the supply-demand balance of a grid by remotely controlling the
charging behaviors of the station through a large-scale compromise. Each EV
generates critical info (location, charging time, and average power consumption
per hour) at the charging station, which can be subject to misuse. Attackers can
cause a sustained, significant spike in demand, resulting in cascading disconnec-
tion of power supply from the grid and abnormal operation performance (load
shedding). As a consequence of these attacks, the power plants would be forced
into restart conditions, causing widespread brownouts or blackouts and grid in-
stability. This situation can threaten the security and stable operation of the
power systems. Identifying and securing the entry points that the threat actors
can exploit is critical to controlling unintended access to the CS infrastructure.
Therefore, cyber-physical security concerns of the EV charging ecosystem and
the possible detection and mitigation measures must be addressed to ensure safe,
secure, and resilient charging.

Charging Management System CMSs typically are hosted on a cloud server
and manage all operations of the public CSs. This system directs users to the
available CS, schedules and manages charging sessions, and logs EVCS utiliza-
tion data. The CS management system can send the CS-specific control signals
related to the duration of the charging session, charging rate, beginning and
termination commands, etc. CMS’s main tasks are to communicate with the
CS, to define the service parameters taking into account the user input, and the
EV and the power grid status, to collect and store the charging system data,
to host the user application, and to maintain a booking registry for the service.
OCPP protocol bears a major responsibility in the communication processes be-
tween the CSMs and CSs. OCPP supports smart-charging policies and allows
the CMS to implement customized profiles for the charging processes. OCPP
allows open communication between an internet-connected charging station and
the cloud-based backend, where the operators can easily manage accessibility,
remotely upgrade firmware, monitor stations, bill users, optimize charging, and
other extended functions.

The CMS can provide discrete grid services (peak shaving, voltage control,
demand-side management, demand charge reduction, and emergency demand
response). It receives charging requests from EVs/CSs and various grid service
requests from utility control centers. It is used to provide common access to
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CSs from different vendors over OCPP with the goal of open and interoperable
EV charging. Charging management systems consist of the aggregator server, the
monitoring clients, and the personal computer, which can be used for information
exchange, e.g., battery status and charging information.

Mobile and web applications These are web or smartphone applications
through which users can interact with the management system over the internet
(in case of a public EVCS) or directly to the charger over a LAN (in case of
a private EVCS). These services allow users to reserve and control charging
sessions, pay for public charging, control charging rates, start/terminate charging
sessions, and monitor the status of the EV. The user’s actions, the user device’s
vulnerabilities, and the user’s application add data and parameters to the service,
indirectly affecting the charging operations and security.

Energy utilities EVCSs are typically connected to the power grid and, as such,
can greatly impact the grid’s security and stability. The distribution system
operator (DSO) is the organization responsible for distributing electricity to the
end-users. The DSO allows or prohibits the power flow to the charging site and,
based on the EV’s data feedback, ensures balance and decongestion in the grid
[24].

3 Vulnerability identification in the EV charging
ecosystem

Our goal is to identify vulnerabilities in electric vehicle charging stations and
electric vehicle charging management systems accessible from the internet to
demonstrate the potential risks facing the EV charging ecosystem. In this section,
first, we describe the method we used to identify and assess vulnerabilities, and
then we discuss the results.

3.1 Vulnerability analysis method

Figure 2 shows an overview of our method. Each step in the process is described
below.

Search engine selectionWe start with the engine selection in order to reuse
known data on internet-facing devices. A survey done in 2020 on cyberspace
engines [3] shows that Shodan, Censys, BinaryEdge, ZoomEye, and Fofa are
leading regarding the number of detectable devices and services. We use Shodan,
Censys, and BinaryEdge in this step of our analysis. ZoomEye and Fofa are used
in a later stage.

Keyword selectionWe need to know what to search for to focus on relevant
protocols, components, vendors, and services related to charging stations and
charging management systems. To collect instances of potentially vulnerable
internet-facing EV services, we select 35 relevant keywords, including ”OCPP”,
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Fig. 2. Overview of vulnerability analysis method

”Charging Interface”, ”Charging station”, ”EV charging”, ”OCPP interface”,
and several vendor names.

Database querying and search refinement Using the keywords and the
selected databases, we discover hundreds of IP addresses, some of which are
deemed irrelevant. Combining several keywords helps to restrict the search re-
sults. As a result, we narrow down to 35 IP addresses with a relevant technology
running behind. For each IP address we collect information such as the server
type, location, port, network equipment information (i.e., router or switch), and
protocol used.

Filtering We further filter the selected services to exclude non-interactive
web pages. This leaves us with web management interfaces that are used for
configuring and maintaining CSs and CMSs. As a result, we decrease the number
of IP addresses to 11.

Vulnerability identification We leverage search engines ZoomEye and
Fofa to passively collect security-related information about the selected IP ad-
dresses. As a result, we get security status records, such as vulnerabilities in the
form of Common Vulnerability Exposures identities (CVE-ID) and exploitation
information.

Vulnerability assessment There are cases when the CVE-ID is missing
for an output from the engines. Therefore, we search for more information in
the National Vulnerability Database (NVD), which provides the CVE as well as
Common Vulnerability Scoring System (CVSS) information. We also use other
databases such as Tenable and CVE details database, that combine NVD data
with information from other sources, such as the Exploit database.
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Threat classification and impact analysis To evaluate the impact of each
vulnerability, we consider the security properties that are violated according to
the STRIDE threat model. The security properties we consider are authentica-
tion, integrity, non-repudiation, confidentiality, availability, and authorization.
We analyze the vulnerabilities individually by considering the possible impact
on the electric vehicle charging ecosystem, including the affected component.

3.2 Results of vulnerability analysis

Table 1 shows the number of vulnerabilities detected for each charging station in-
terface and OCPP management system used by the named vendors. We identify
the vendors based on the information in the web service interface found through
the cybersecurity search engines. In total, we identified 81 reported vulnerabili-
ties. 63 vulnerabilities were detected on charging stations and 25 on management
systems. The vendors KeContact P30 Wallbox, EVBOX, EVSE, ENSTO Chago
EVF200, Mennekes, Teltonika, EVTEC, and ETREL are charging station inter-
faces connected to the internet. SECWIN, CIRCONTROL, and CIRCUTOR are
OCPP management systems deployed on cloud computing technology. Besides,
we represent the total number of vulnerabilities and their risk level referring to
the CVSS v3.1. These results reveal that the system identified by our method
as being connected to KeContact30 P30 Wallbox contains the most significant
vulnerabilities.

Note that we have not verified that the vulnerable instances are really running
legitimate and updated software versions from the charging station vendors. We
perform the analysis based on the information gathered by public sources and any
errors or misattributions in those sources would also be reflected in our results.
Methodologically, it is difficult to assess this information as there are potential
legal and ethical obstacles with digging too deep into the services linked from
cybersecurity search engines (as these services might not be meant for public
access).

Table 2 shows the number of vulnerabilities detected on each technology.
Our vulnerability analysis approach identified ten vulnerable technologies listed
under the Product column. In the second column of this table, we list the vulner-
abilities detected in each technology, which comprise eighty-one vulnerabilities.
With technologies relying on the Apache server, we identified sixteen vulnera-
bilities making this technology the most vulnerable and exposed on our list.

4 Threat classification and impact analysis

In the previous section we discussed a number of vulnerabilities seemingly present
in connected EV charging systems. However, the criticality assessments of these
vulnerabilities as retrieved from vulnerability databases are not necessarily made
in connection to EV charging systems. Many of the vulnerabilities are in fact re-
lated to web services, and therefore the criticality is typically determined based
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Table 1. The number of vulnerabilities detected for each type of charging station
interface and OCPP management system

Charging station interface/OCPP MS Critical High Medium Total

KeContact P30 Wallbox - 11 4 15

EVBOX 2 6 2 10

EVSE - 6 1 7

ENSTO Chago EVF200 - 5 6 11

Mennekes - 6 - 6

Teltonika - 10 1 11

EVTEC - 4 - 4

ETREL - 14 - 14

SECWIN - 1 - 1

CIRCONTROL 1 - - 1

CIRCUTOR - 1 - 1

Table 2. The vendors and vulnerabilities detected on each technology

Product Count of Vulnerability

Apache server 31

DNS server 5

Dropbear server 2

Gateway 4

GoAhead webserver 2

gSOAP toolkit 3

Microsoft IIS httpd 13

OpenSSH server 11

OpenWrt httpd 1

nginx 1

PHP server 8

on a generic system model. In this section, we take a closer look at the vulner-
abilities to classify them in relation to what the attacker can accomplish if the
vulnerability is exploited. Moreover, we discuss how these attacks could impact
the EV charging ecosystem. There are several threat modelling frameworks [25]
such as PASTA [30], OCTAVE [15], and LINDDUN [29]. In this work, we use
the STRIDE methodology developed by Microsoft. STRIDE is one of the most
mature threat modeling approaches that can help evaluate and identify system
threats.

To accomplish our goal, we evaluate the information provided by the vulner-
ability databases such as CVE details3, and NVD4. We aim to identify which
security property of the assets is threatened by which threat. Finally, we map the
impact information to the violated security property. The mapping is done as
follows: threats that violate the authentication property expose the technology

3 https://www.cvedetails.com/
4 https://nvd.nist.gov/
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discovered to spoofing attacks; the threats that violate integrity reveal tampering
attacks; non-repudiation-related threats expose to repudiation; confidentiality-
related threats expose to information disclosure; availability-related threats ex-
pose to denial of service, and authorization related threats expose to the ele-
vation of privilege attacks. The chart in Figure 3 presents our findings using
the STRIDE model. We proceed by selecting and describing some of the more
interesting vulnerabilities in each category.
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Fig. 3. Threat classification according to the STRIDE model. The characters in the
x-axis stand for Spoofing (S), Tampering (T), Repudiation (R), Information disclosure
(I), Denial of Service (D), and Elevation of Privilege (E)

Spoofing As mentioned above in STRIDE, the authentication violation may
lead to spoofing attack scenarios. There are 13 vulnerabilities with spoofing af-
fecting authentication. One of the services exhibits a FreeSSHd Authentication
Bypass vulnerability, which allows remote attackers to bypass authentication via
a crafted session (CVE-2012-6066). When an actor claims to have a given iden-
tity, the software does not ensure the claim is correct. Concerning our EV charg-
ing ecosystem architecture, an attacker may masquerade as a legitimate user and
compromise the user’s identity, potentially leading to energy theft and privacy
violation. Similar attacks have been discussed by Gottumakkala et al. [10].

Tampering Integrity is the security property that is threatened by tampering
attacks. There are 10 vulnerabilities with tampering affecting integrity. Among
these, we can mention an ”HTTP verb tampering” vulnerability, in which an
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attacker modifies the HTTP method to bypass access restrictions. This allows
the attacker to access data that should otherwise be protected. The vulnerability
may affect the OCPP communication messages in the CSs and CMSs. Another
possible threat can be tampering with the configuration values. This can happen
if an attacker gains access to the CS or CMS and alters the credentials, installs
malware within the updates, deletes logs, and tampers with charging time to
desynchronize the energy monitoring [2]. Even worse, Nasr et al. setup and con-
duct simulation experiments to illustrate the feasibility of leveraging a botnet
of exploited EVCS to carry out frequency instability attacks against the power
grid and its operations [22].

Repudiation Repudiation is the user’s ability to reject or deny the claims
against them for performing something, and the victim cannot verify the truth
of the claim. Threats to non-repudiation are due to the absence of system or
application logs. There are 7 vulnerabilities affecting repudiation. Among these,
a vulnerability PEPPERL+FUCHSWirelessHART-Gateway (CVE-2021-34559)
may allow remote attackers to rewrite links and URLs in cached pages to arbi-
trary strings. Exploiting this vulnerability can propagate with an HTTP Cross-
Site Request Forgery attack that forces users to execute unwanted actions on
a web application they’re currently authenticated to use. In older versions of
OCPP, where digital signatures are not forced, repudiation attacks may arise
(as well as tampering). If messages between CM and CMS are not properly
audited, the system may not determine the responsible entity when an error
occurs [2].

Information disclosure Confidentiality is the security property threatened
by information disclosure. In our analysis, 22 vulnerabilities affect confidential-
ity. We observed several OpenSSH vulnerabilities, such as (CVE-2020-15778),
(CVE-2018-15473), and (CVE-2023-25136) in different vendor products. Suc-
cessful exploitation of these could allow a remote attacker to disclose sensitive
information (or modify files). Leaking sensitive information may affect the rep-
utation of the vendor. In addition, attackers can potentially extract internal IP
addresses, back-end office URLs, security credentials, telemetry data, energy con-
sumption, charging status of CSs, and software versions used. A cybersecurity
report by Sandia National Laboratories [13] mentions a scenario where a threat
actor illicitly may remotely exploit the vulnerabilities and cause information
disclosure and loss of privacy.

Denial of Service Denial of service attacks threaten the availability of CSs
and CMSs. If threat actors exploit certain vulnerabilities, they can disrupt ser-
vice communication with the authentication server, interrupting the real energy
charge in EVs requested by the EV users. We found 14 vulnerabilities that
potentially lead to a DoS attack. One vulnerability (CVE-2023-25136) allows
an attacker to cause a denial of service through excessive CPU utilization in
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the server. Also, we observed presence of CVE-2017-9765, which allows remote
attackers to execute arbitrary code, which may lead to DoS after tampering.
Other DoS variants discussed in literature [11] are UDP or TCP/IP flood, low-
rate DOS, ping flood, or ICMP flood. These attacks can take down a charging
station or other nodes in the charging station ecosystem. In these attacks, an
adversary targets the CMS or associated components to overload the network,
preventing it from providing services to legitimate users. Such an attack can
have severe consequences, affecting grid stability.

Elevation of Privilege To gain unauthorized access to CS, CMS, and other
components, attackers start by finding weak points through which they may first
penetrate the network. They then attempt to escalate privileges to gain fur-
ther permissions or access other sensitive subsystems [2]. The security property
threatened by the elevation of privilege attacks is the authorization property. We
noted 15 vulnerabilities that threaten authorization, e.g., a root privilege escala-
tion vulnerability (CVE-2019-0211) that with a successful exploit provides access
to the server. We observed another vulnerability (CVE-2022-31793), which if suc-
cessful, enables an attacker to access the device’s configuration, including access
to passwords. A third vulnerability (CVE-2023-28231), if successfully exploited,
could result in the execution of arbitrary code with administrative privileges.

Summary From Figure 3, it is obvious that threats relevant to information
disclosure and privilege escalation are more prevalent, and threats of repudiation
are seen to a lesser extent in this ecosystem. The most alarming observations
are the instances of elevation of privilege. The massive use of such threats can
enable actions that can further impact the other components of the ecosystem,
including the grid operations. The absence of non-repudiation is also alarming.
However, even from an individual perspective, the disclosure of information may
be as relevant. Also, spoofing and tampering can lead to more serious instances
like the elevation of privilege.

5 Responsible disclosure

We performed responsible disclosure of our findings for all 11 vendors and their
associated vulnerabilities. While all vulnerabilities were previously known, these
still show up in search engine databases. We reported our findings via the official
email addresses and contact forms of the vendors. Two vendors responded. One
vendor stated that:

”Fortunately for KEBA charging stations, all of the CVE entries can
be considered as “false-positives”. Most of the mentioned software solu-
tions are not in use for charging stations and the related infrastructure
components. Of course, it could be possible that a customer uses the
mentioned software solutions for managing/accessing our products. But
this scenario is out of scope for our risk assessment.”
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Another vendor (Mennekes) stated:

“The interface behind the mentioned IP address indeed seems to show
one of our products. . . . However, besides the fact that these systems
should not be connected to the public internet, the system uses a very
old software version (v4.61).

We had a comprehensive security audit and penetration test in the mean-
while. . . . Finally, the CVEs mentioned still do not really match the
software used in these products, no matter which version is used.”

Based on the vendor response regarding the false positive CVE entries, ad-
ditional verification of cybersecurity search engine data seems to be a relevant
direction for future work. It is possible that they report inaccurate information
regarding the software running on the detected devices, as well as regarding
the vulnerabilities present. We are not aware of any existing independent as-
sessment of the quality of the data provided by these search engines. Another
possibility suggested by both vendors is that a customer uses software solutions
for managing/accessing their product that were not intended or foreseen by the
vendors. Such unforeseen usage of the products by the customers may indicate
that the identified vulnerabilities do exist for some EV charging components ”in
the wild”, and that they are thus not being covered by security updates and
audits by the vendors.

The services running on the IP addresses we analyzed are web management
portals using CSs and CMSs software. From the outside, it is difficult to deter-
mine which entities that are responsible for taking care of identified vulnera-
bilities in these services. It can be argued that there is a shared responsibility
between the EV charging component vendors, the software vendors that create
the underlying technologies (e.g., web servers) and the owners and operators of
the equipment. Upcoming regulations such as the European Cyber Resilience
Act (CRA) are likely to increase the responsibility of the vendors to ensure that
their products are secure throughout the entire lifecycle.

Given the second vendor’s response that the system should not be connected
to the public internet and the use of outdated software we see two possible ex-
planations. Either the owners of the EV charging components have intentionally
or unintentionally (e.g., through misconfiguration) connected these products to
the public internet in a way that was not intended, or we may be dealing with
honeypots and not with real systems.

6 Related work

We divide the description of related work into two parts. First, we discuss threat
modeling and risk analysis techniques related to EV charging systems, and then
we survey other works that assess the security posture of the EV charging in-
frastructure.
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6.1 Threat modeling and risk analysis in EV charging systems

Casola et al. [5] propose an approach to support the security analysis of an
IoT system using an almost entirely automated process for threat modeling
and risk assessment, which also helps to identify the security controls to miti-
gate existing security risks. Baggot et al. [4] review the literature and present a
risk-based framework in which they underscore the need for a coordinated U.S.
cybersecurity effort toward formulating strategies and responses to protect the
nation against attacks on the electric power grid. Shevchenko et al. [25], dis-
cuss twelve threat modeling methods from various sources and target different
parts of the process. They do not recommend a threat modeling method over
another; the decision of which method(s) to use should be based on the needs of
the system and its specific concerns. Müller et al. [20], systematically formulate
threat scenarios for the Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) within Flexibility Mar-
kets (FM), revealing remaining security challenges across all domains. Based on
threat scenarios, unresolved monitoring requirements for the secure participation
of distribution system operators in FM are identified, eliciting future works that
address these gaps. Granadilla et al. [9] propose a dynamic risk management
response system consisting of proactive and reactive management software aim-
ing at evaluating threat scenarios in an automated manner and anticipating the
occurrence of potential attacks. They apply their system to a real case study of a
critical infrastructure with multiple threat scenarios. We note that a systematic
vulnerability-attack-impact analysis e.g. through the STRIDE classification that
we adopt here would be useful.

Shrestha et al. [26] propose a methodology called Smart Grid Security Clas-
sification which aims to assign a system to a security class based on scores given
to the various exposure aspects of the system and the respective protection
mechanisms implemented without considering attackers. Kure et al. [18] present
an integrated cybersecurity risk management framework to assess and manage
the risks. Their approach enables the identification of critical CPS assets and
assesses the impact of vulnerabilities that affect assets. Heiding et al. [12], in-
vestigate the cybersecurity of devices commonly located in connected homes:
smart door locks, smart cameras, smart car adapters/garages, smart appliances,
and miscellaneous smart home devices. They discover vulnerabilities that could
lead to severe consequences for residents, such as an attacker gaining physical
access to the house. Heading et al. [28] provides a four-stage IoT vulnerability
research methodology built on top of four key elements: logical attack surface
decomposition, a compilation of the top 100 weaknesses, lightweight risk scoring,
and step-by-step penetration testing guidelines. Other works describe research
about modeling and risk analysis techniques meant for EV charging systems.
Lee et al. [19] analyze the security vulnerabilities of ISO/IEC 15118 and pro-
pose countermeasures to safely communicate between electric vehicles and power
charging infrastructure. Gottumukkala et al. [10] present EVSE (electric vehi-
cle supply equipment) as a cyber-physical system, then discuss and summarize
cybersecurity-based vulnerabilities, threats, and consequences. In addition, they
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present methods and future research directions to improve the CPS security
of charging stations. These works are all in other CPS domains, and our work
complements these for the EVCS domain.

6.2 Security posture on EV charging infrastructure

Zhdanova et al. [31] analyze conditions under which Vehicle to Grid (V2G) in-
security can lead to grid collapse. They use quantitative analysis and dynamic
simulations of a typical European suburban grid to determine the scope and im-
pact of EV charging manipulation. They review shortcomings of existing V2G
protocols, analyze attack strategies able to cause overloads and validate known
attacks based on experiments with off-the-shelf products. Lastly, they show that
it is critical to consider the impact of known and unknown attacks and possi-
ble mitigations and fallback positions. Johnson et al. [14] survey publicly dis-
closed electric vehicle supply equipment vulnerabilities, the impact of EV charger
cyberattacks, and proposed security protections for EV charging technologies.
Bandurova et al. [27] analyze cyber security challenges of smart cities with
a particular focus on the intelligent integrated and interconnected EV charging
infrastructure. The analysis indicates that not all solutions have adequate cyber-
security protection. It is intended to lay a foundation for securing EV charging
infrastructure by analyzing the problem context and the data to be protected,
presenting some attack surfaces, cybersecurity threats, and vulnerabilities in the
EV ecosystem. Our work confirms the lack of security protection and identifies
individual components and vendor equipment in the current EV ecosystem.

Kern et al. [16] propose a framework for simulating and analyzing the impact
of e-mobility-based attacks on grid resilience. They derive e-mobility-specific at-
tacks based on the analysis of adversaries and threats and combine these attacks
in their framework with models for grid and e-mobility to perform simulation-
based outage analysis. The results show the scope of increased vulnerability
during peak load hours, enabling attacks even with a small number of attacks
in progress. They further discuss potential protection mechanisms for different
resilience objectives, including detection, prevention, and response approaches.
Nasr et al. [21] propose a novel multi-stage framework, ChargePrint, to discover
Internet-connected EV charging management systems (EVCMS) and investigate
their security posture. This framework leverages identifiers of EVCMSs to ex-
tend the capabilities of device search engines through iterative fingerprinting and
a combination of classification and clustering approaches. Their security anal-
ysis highlights the insecurity of the deployed EVCMS by uncovering 120 0-day
vulnerabilities. This sheds light on the feasibility of cyber attacks against the
EVCS, its users, and the connected power grid. Their main focus is on the EVC-
SMS and the paper does not detail any EVCS-related vulnerabilities which is
the focus of our work.

Ghafari et al. [8] investigate whether the abundance of Electric Vehicles can
be exploited to target the stability of the power grid. They present a realistic
coordinated switching attack that initiates interred oscillations between areas of
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the power grid. The threat model is formulated to illustrate the possible conse-
quences of the attack. Finally, to protect the grid from this attack, a framework
is proposed to detect and prevent this attack even before being executed. Gau-
tam et al. [7], describe the concept of Smart Charging Management System
(SCMS) and provide a comprehensive review of cybersecurity issues of EVSEs
and SCMSs with their possible impacts on the power grid. Some insights on re-
search gaps and vulnerabilities associated with currently commercially available
SCMS technologies are also provided. Acharya et al. [1] describe and analyse
cyber vulnerabilities and point to the current and emerging gaps in the security
of the EV charging ecosystem. They list and characterize all backdoors that can
be exploited to seriously harm either EV and EVCS equipment or the power
grid. Our work makes the causal chain between the vulnerabilities, attacks, and
security violations concrete in the EVCS context.

Sayed et al. [24] examine the EV ecosystem from vulnerability to attacks
and solutions. They suggest several patches for the existing vulnerabilities but
their focus is on methods to detect EV attacks. Sarieddine et al. [23] study the
security posture of the EV charging ecosystem against a new type of remote
access that exploits vulnerabilities in the EV charging mobile application as an
attack surface. They leverage static and dynamic analysis techniques to ana-
lyze the security of widely used EV charging mobile applications. Their focus is
user/vehicle verification and improper authorization for critical functions, which
allow adversaries to remotely hijack charging sessions and launch attacks against
the connected critical infrastructure. Nasr et al. [22]devise a system lookup and
collection approach to obtain a representative sample of widely deployed EVC-
SMS; they leverage reverse engineering and penetration testing techniques to
perform a comprehensive security and vulnerability analysis of the identified
EVCSMS and their software/firmware implementations. They simulate the im-
pact of practical cyber attack scenarios against the power grid, which result in
possible service disruption and failure in the grid. Our work is similar to this but
studies the vulnerability-attack chain from the EV charging station perspective.

7 Conclusions

As a part of the smart grid, the EV charging ecosystem is also connected to
the internet, potentially making it vulnerable to cyber-attacks. In this paper,
we investigate parts of the EV charging infrastructure through a vulnerability
analysis method based on penetration testing techniques. We classify the poten-
tial security issues using the STRIDE threat modeling approach and trace 81
vulnerabilities to systems that appear to be running several popular charging
station products. Although we cannot for sure know how many of these vulner-
abilities exist in current commercial deployments, we believe that these results
motivate further investigation into how such vulnerabilities can potentially affect
end-users and the electrical grid (assuming large-scale attacks). We perform an
initial analysis of potential impact by relating to the EV charging ecosystem and
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also discuss the identified vulnerabilities in the context of the STRIDE classi-
fication. Information disclosure is one of the more common vulnerability types,
which can lead to loss of privacy and business-sensitive information. However,
privilege escalation is one of the major categories that enables an attacker to
gain control of the charging stations and traverse the network. These types of
attacks can potentially cause substantial damage to the target system unless
discovered in time.

Our work indicates that there are plenty of opportunities for attackers to
utilize this new kind of infrastructure for malicious purposes. While awareness-
raising efforts are an obvious step after the discovery of threat vectors, future
research must also identify the defense-in-depth approaches to this new infras-
tructure and create means to protect the systems. At the same time, the vendor
responses points to some threats to data validity. The first threat we identified
is that we base our results on the outcome of search databases at face value.
Some potential errors in vulnerability databases may not have been updated
with the latest changes, and some of the systems we analyzed could even be
security honeypots.

To improve the security of the EV charging infrastructure, future research
should develop better tools and techniques to analyze and strengthen the security
of the smart grid. This approach will help to expand the scope and depth of EV
charging ecosystem security, and further explore the impacts of potential attacks.
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